Generation to Generation has created an Opportunity Finder, which enables older adults in your
community to easily find volunteer and stipended opportunities. VolunteerMatch, one of the
largest searchable online volunteer sites, powers the backend of the Opportunity Finder. For
paid job opportunities, please follow these posting instructions. Paid opportunities are not
viewed via the Opportunity Finder.
The instructions below will ensure your listings — or those of your partners, clubs, and affiliates
— are included correctly on the Opportunity Finder.

If your organization doesn’t already list
opportunities on VolunteerMatch:
1. Sign up for a free membership, which includes access to recruitment tools, online
connection management, basic tracking and reporting, and the ability to display photos.
That free membership allows you to list all of your volunteer opportunities.
2. When adding volunteer opportunities that you want to appear on the Gen2Gen website,
you MUST select the following:
a. Cause Area: Select “Children & Youth”
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b. Does this opportunity accommodate special groups? Check “55+”.

3. Email us at partnerships@generationtogeneration.org OR complete this
brief form to tell us the organizational name associated with your account so we can
confirm all of your opportunities have been pulled into the Opportunity Finder.
NOTE: If you are a networked organization with many locations, click here for advice on
whether to sign up for a single membership or multiple memberships.

If your organization is already on VolunteerMatch:
If your organization is already on VolunteerMatch:
1. View your organization’s opportunities and make sure every listing is properly tagged:
a. Cause Area: Select “Children & Youth”

b. Does this opportunity accommodate special groups? Check “55+”.

2. Email us at partnerships@generationtogeneration.org OR complete this
brief form to tell us the organizational name associated with your account so we can
confirm all of your opportunities have been pulled into the Opportunity Finder. If you
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have multiple locations and don’t centralize volunteer management, please include
names of all of your sites with individual VolunteerMatch memberships.
The free membership allows your opportunities to be listed on VolunteerMatch and, if properly
tagged, our Gen2Gen Opportunity Finder as well. Premium membership ($99/year) provides
more robust data analytics and allows your data to be rolled up nationally with other Gen2Gen
partners. It also provides additional functionality like custom greetings, donate buttons,
volunteer intake questionnaires, and a tool to promote your listings from your own site.
We are exploring the benefits of this increased level of service, including the possibility of
providing scholarships for Gen2Gen partners who are unable to cover the cost of premium
membership themselves for the duration of the campaign.
Questions? Contact us at partnerships@generationtogeneration.org.
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EXAMPLE #1: PROPERLY TAGGED OPPORTUNITY
Here’s an example of a Boys & Girls Club listing for a tutor in Somerville, MA that is properly
tagged with the “Children & Youth” cause area AND as an opportunity that is a good match for
people “55+.” This listing would show up on our Gen2Gen Opportunity Finder.
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EXAMPLE #2: IMPROPERLY TAGGED OPPORTUNITY
Here’s an example of a listing for a board member for Boys & Girls Clubs of Medford and
Somerville that would NOT show up on the Gen2Gen Opportunity Finder since it hasn’t been
properly tagged a good match for “People 55+.” We would like to see listings like the tutoring
opportunity above and the board member opportunity below show up on our site.

Questions? Contact us at partnerships@generationtogeneration.org.
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